
Tom Trippe (Northside EmPrep Group), 
Zac Weiner (The Alexia Group) 

Examples are from the Northside EmPrep Group and photos are by Tom Trippe 
unless otherwise attributed.  See our website (northside-emprep.org) and the 
Terrace View Neighbors’ website (terraceviewneighbors.org) for the documents 
shown here and for many other useful drill-related documents.  



 Drills are an integral part of preparedness. 
 The Preparedness Planning Cycle: Prepare, 

Drill, Evaluate, Plan, Repeat. 
 Every neighborhood should have a Drill at 

least once per year. 



 Complexity should be adjusted to make the 
experience meaningful. 

 Drills should have goals that are meaningful 
for the particular neighborhood. 



•  Meet at defined meeting point(s) 
•  Set up Command Center 
•  Do rapid search of neighborhood for 

emergency situations 
•  Communicate situations to Command Center 
•  Log situations at Command Center 
•  Dispatch teams/equipment to situations 
•  Report results to Command Center 



 Demonstrate equipment and techniques to 
respond to emergency situations.  Campus 
Drive group did this instead of dispatching 
teams.  Draws in uninvolved neighbors. 

 Set up a medical tent and triage some 
“injured” volunteers. 

 Set up a trapped and pinned down dummy 
and demonstrate cribbing to free dummy. 



 Organize your cache 
  Instructions for Incident Command Center 
 Bulletin Board 
 Maps and lists 
 Packets for initial search 
 Emergency Situations for posting on houses 
 Paper announcements to all houses 



Shelves 

Pegboard 

Plywood mounting board 

Backpacks 
Instructions 

                       Organizing and adding to the Cache 

Bulletin board 



         Organize your equipment.  Here is our                
                “Basic Fire Pack Contents.” 





3x5 Role Cards – give to person when assigning role to them 

Incident Commander 
•   Open cache and direct setup of Center (ICC) 
•   Assign jobs: Communications specialists; team captains: 
fire, search, med, shelter, communications 
•   As situations are reported, see that reports are reaching 
the Incident Status Board and the appropriate teams 
•   Discuss response with team captains and prioritize 
personnel and equipment as needed 
•   Report neighborhood’s needs and give periodic briefings 
to the City of Berkeley Fire Department 



Terrace View Neighbors:  Damage 
Assessment / Fire Suppression/ 
Search & Rescue Procedure 
http://terraceviewneighbors.org/ 



Terrace View Neighbors 
 Branch Map 





•  Posting the emergency situations 
•  People set alarm clocks for the time of the drill  
•  Check own houses, then proceed to stations 
•  First person at cache is Incident Commander 
•  Sets up the Incident Command Center 
•  Assigns/reassigns roles as others arrive 
•  Launch rapid (triage) search of neighborhood 
•  Report emergency situations to the IC 



Division A Captain chooses house, fills in address, and tapes an envelope 
to the front door with the text below on the outside of the envelope.  The  
envelope contains an evaluation form for the response team. 



We divide our neighborhood into “blocks” of 10-15 
households.  We have maps, lists, pencils and paper to give 
to the “block captain” who is assigned to search the block for 
emergency situations. 



Signs for team standing areas.  Bandannas for captain and members. 



Virginia St./Virginia 
Gardens starts by giving 
the Incident Commander 
a notebook with all 
instructions. 



Virginia St./Virginia 
Gardens brings out 
rolling refuse bins 
containing backpacks 
for every role. 



Virginia St./Virginia Gardens tried registering each person 
before assigning roles but found that it was a bottleneck.  
They switched to using the bullhorn to ask for volunteers 
for each role to get things moving.  Registration was then 
done on an as-time-permits basis. 
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  Virginia St./Virginia Gardens volunteers construct a shade canopy 



 Communications person logs reports and posts 
on bulletin board 

  Informs appropriate team captains 
 Team captains dispatch teams and equipment 
 Team carries out instructions inside envelope 

taped on door 
 Team reports back to IC where results are 

logged on bulletin board 



Incident Commander studies emergency situations on bulletin board and 
monitors two-way radio.                                Photo by Daniella Thompson 



   Bulletin Board to record Emergency Situations    



 Drill is complete when all emergency situations 
are resolved or after 1.5 hours 

 All participants are called to Command Center 
 Equipment is returned to cache 
 Response teams turn in response reports  
 We ask for immediate feedback: what worked / 

what didn’t 
 We need evaluation forms from everyone 





 But it’s never over! 
 The Planning Cycle: Drill, Evaluate, Plan, 

Prepare, Repeat. 
 Part of the preparations for the Drill include 

knowing what you are evaluating (your goals)  
and what your criteria are. 

 Meaningful evaluation criteria include both 
“free response” and scoring on goals. 



 All participants fill out evaluations 
immediately after the drill. 

 Debriefing is held with participants and with 
Fire Department if they are able to attend. 

 Written evaluation is prepared. 
 Plan the next Exercise with goals from 

previous year in mind.  Build on successes 
and retrain on weaker areas. 



  If you feel like a drill was a “disaster” then 
you probably learned a lot. 

 Having a “disaster” for a drill is better than 
doing no drill at all. 

 We all start somewhere.  This is a 
continuous process. 


